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Carbon footprint of websites

Gartner Inc. calculated that the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) industry is

responsible for 2% of global CO2 emissions.

“If the internet were a country, it would be the sixth most polluting country in the world, with

annual emissions similar to those of Germany” (Greenwood, 2021:4).



Sustainable web design (I)

Sustainable Web Manifesto (2019) defines sustainable web projects as being clean, efficient,

open, honest, regenerative, and resilient.



Sustainable web design (II)

Sustainable Web Manifesto (2019) defines sustainable web projects as being clean, efficient,

open, honest, regenerative, and resilient.

“Websites and applications we build are becoming less efficient”.

“When we make our web pages unnecessarily heavy […] we are not just wasting electricity; [but]

an opportunity to create faster and more inclusive online experiences” (Greenwood, 2021:8).



Easy Language on the web (I)

The principle that web content, the information as well as the interaction and the interface, needs to be

understandable is on the basis of the Web Content Accessibility guidelines (W3C WAI, 2018).

Web content should be readable and easy-to-understand for the whole range of potential users (Van der

Geest & Velleman, 2014).

Easy-to-Read web content has to have language that is easy to read (e.g. written in Easy Language) and the

content, structure and layout of the page need to support the user in finding, understanding and using

the information (Nietzio, Naber & Buhler, 2014).



Easy Language on the web (II)

Easy-to-read guidelines tend to focus on text or content characteristics. That is why Van der Geest &

Velleman (2014) proposed a different approach to assessing the ease-of-reading of web content.

I. Text/content design characteristics (e.g. the vocabulary used or the navigability of the website)

II. Individual characteristics of the reader (e.g. the reader’s alphabetic literacy level, prior topic

knowlegde, or digital skills)

III. Specified task or situation variables (e.g. the complexity of the task, procedure aimed to execute).



Easy Language on the web (III)

Easy-to-read guidelines tend to focus on text or content characteristics. That is why Van der Geest &

Velleman (2014) proposed a different approach to assessing the ease-of-reading of web content.

I. Text/content design characteristics (e.g. the vocabulary used or the navigability of the website)

II. Individual characteristics of the reader (e.g. the reader’s alphabetic literacy level, prior topic

knowlegde, or digital skills)

III. Specified task or situation variables (e.g. the complexity of the task, procedure aimed to execute).



The study: aims and methodology (I)

Do the text and content design characteristics of websites in Easy Language make them

more efficient and sustainable?



The study: aims and methodology (II)

Do the text and content design characteristics of websites in Easy Language make them

more efficient and sustainable?

Computing the carbon footprint of 6 different websites that have versions both in Easy Language

and in standard language using Website Carbon Calculator.

FEDAGACE, WWDA, FEVIDA, Extremadura Trabaja, Fundación AMÁS, GenU



The study: aims and methodology (III)

To calculate the energy and emission of web pages, Website Carbon Calculator uses the these data points:

▪ Data transfer over the wire

▪ Energy intensity of web data

▪ Energy source used by the data centre

▪ Carbon intensity of electricity

▪ Website traffic



The study: aims and methodology (IV)

To calculate the energy and emission of web pages, Website Carbon Calculator uses the these data points:

▪ Data transfer over the wire

▪ Energy intensity of web data

▪ Energy source used by the data centre

▪ Carbon intensity of electricity

▪ Website traffic

When a website is loaded, the energy used is

roughly proportional to the amount of data

transferred. (Website Carbon Calculator)



Results: FEDAGACE

How much CO2 is produced every time

someone visits this web page?

Over a year, with 10,000 monthly page

views, how much CO2 is produced ?

1.26g 1.30g

150.64kg 156.01kg

Version in Galician |  Version in Easy Galician



Results: WWDA

How much CO2 is produced every time

someone visits this web page?

Over a year, with 10,000 monthly page

views, how much CO2 is produced ?

0.98g 0.30g

118.07kg 35.41kg

Version in English |  Version in Easy English



Results: FEVIDA

How much CO2 is produced every time

someone visits this web page?

Over a year, with 10,000 monthly page

views, how much CO2 is produced ?

0.43g 0.21g

51.79kg 24.76kg

Version in Spanish |  Version in Easy Spanish



Results: Extremadura Trabaja

How much CO2 is produced every time

someone visits this web page?

Over a year, with 10,000 monthly page

views, how much CO2 is produced ?

0.32g 0.25g

38.04kg 30.03kg

Version in Spanish |  Version in Easy Spanish



Results: Fundación AMÁS

How much CO2 is produced every time

someone visits this web page?

Over a year, with 10,000 monthly page

views, how much CO2 is produced ?

1.61g 0.15g

192.86kg 17.78kg

Version in Spanish |  Version in Easy Spanish



Results: GenU

How much CO2 is produced every time

someone visits this web page?

Over a year, with 10,000 monthly page

views, how much CO2 is produced ?

0.50g 0.47g

59.55kg 56.7kg

Version in English |  Version in Easy English
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Conclusions (I)

Websites that showed better results on their Easy Language versions adapted their website in

terms of interaction and layout, and not only the presentation and content of text.

Websites that did not perform these adaptations and only adapted the textual part of the page,

showed a less relevant improvement on their Easy Language versions. For FEDAGACE, the results

were even slightly worse for the version in Easy Language.



Conclusions (II)

Easy Language is not only about linguistic and textual elements, but how these are presented and

conveyed. It is also about simplifying design and the way we can interact with content.

A well-adapted website in Easy Language should be more sustainable than their equivalent in

standard version.

In addition to finding ways to make accessibility greener, we also should explore spaces where both

domains naturally meet. By adapting websites to Easy Language, these can become more accessible

and greener at the same time.
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Thank you!


